From: Dewi Parry
Sent: 02 November 2015 09:09
To: North Wales Wind Farm Connection
Subject: Deadline 4 submission from Dewi Parry

Dear Examining Authority,
Please find attached my submission for the November 2nd, Deadline 4.
The single document comprises:
1. A point on landscape definitions I raised at the hearings which the Examiners kindly
granted me until Deadline 4 to submit.
2. My response to SP Manweb's post-hearing documents.
3. Panoramic photographs in support of 2.
Thank you,
Dewi Parry

North Wales Wind Farms Connection

Deadline - 4

November 2nd 2015

Submitted by:

Interested Party NWWFC-AFP012
Mr Dewi Parry

I am pleased to submit my written representation in response to points raised at the hearing and to SP Manweb’s post-hearing doccuments.
This submission mainly relates to visual impact assessment for College Farm. I also include photographs to help clarify my comments.
Photographs are included for the following reasons:
- To give more accurate pole height depictions. Calculation of apparent pole heights in the landscape was discussed in the hearings and formed part of the post-hearing response.
- To show total span of primary views and effects of skylining because the applicant’s description in their post-hearing response differs with my own assessment.
SP Manweb’s Oral Summary of Sept 30th hearing, including
supporting Appendices with responses.
Document reference: SPM NWWFC ISH02
13.4 Ms Gibson indicated that the word "brief" has more consistently
been used in relation to effects on views for road users or people
who are moving through the landscape, and is meant to convey
the effect that when driving along a lane one might have a brief
glimpse of the line. Ms Gibson accepted that where the line goes
over a ridge it is perhaps not the best description to say that it
"briefly" skylines.
APPENDIX 3, ACTION 6
4. “The proposed 132kV Overhead Line would briefly skyline as it
reached the rising land adjacent to the B4501”.

Other References: ES Appendix 7.1 (DCO doc ref 6.20).
SP Manweb Responses to RRs, page 167.
Appendix 3, Action No 6, paragraph 5

My comments

I agree with Ms Gibson’s definition of ‘briefly’, in that it describes the effect on transient
receptors such as road users. However it clearly isn’t applicable to stationary receptors
such as residents. The applicant uses this term as the only reference to skylining for College
Farm residential visual amenity assessment for example.
“The proposed 132kV Overhead Line would briefly skyline as it reached the rising land
adjacent to the B4501” whilst being a good description of the effect for someone moving
on the B4501 road, it does not describe the effect for a residential receptor. The applicant
maintains that it is still an accurate description for College Farm residential receptors (see
Appendix 3, Action 6, para 5).
Since this description within the visual assessment in the ES is actually for road users rather
than stationary receptors/residents, it calls into question the basis upon which residential
visual assessment has been made for the whole route. I note that the applicant did not visit
all of the most significantly affected properties, citing that GLVIA3 guidelines noted it would
be impractical. Please see my comments later on page 5 of this document.

Deadline 4
SP Manweb’s Response on College Farm
APPENDIX 3. ACTION 6
3. “Primary views towards the development would be distant and
oblique. Minor (not significant)”

If the applicant was under the assumption that the larger window in the lounge room is the
only primary view from the house then statement 3 would be accurate because there
would indeed be oblique views from this larger window and only a more ‘distant’ section
(>600m away) would be seen.
However this window is not the primary view. The design of the room, incorporating
fireplace and access doors etc, means that 5 out of the 7 seating positions in the room are
not oriented towards the larger window but towards the smaller south facing window. The
smaller window has the natural primary view (see Fig 1). For that reason we believe the
applicant’s assessment is based on incorrect information and that their conclusion is
therefore incorrect.
I also question why, after the site visit and my written and oral representations, the
applicant does not consider the south facing kitchen window to also have ‘primary' views of
the development. The outlook is virtually the same a shown in Fig 1.

4. “Primary Views are not oriented towards the Proposed
Development”.

The applicant’s continued insistence that “Primary Views are not oriented towards the Proposed
Development” and that ”..assessment of the effect on the residential amenity of College Farm is accurate”.
cannot be justified. As the applicant didn’t visit the property prior to making their first
assessment they may not have had all relevant data, however they did accompany the
Examiners on the site visit and have received at least two written representations regarding
orientation and nature of views.

5. It is considered that the above assessment of the effect on the
residential amenity of College Farm is accurate. It has been
prepared having used GLVIA3 guidance and considered relevant
policy, in particular National Policy Statement EN-1 (NPS EN-1) and
National Policy Statement EN-5 (NPS EN-5).

The current assessment is based on erroneous information requires a reappraisal.

SP Manweb’s response to Dewi Parry’s Deadline 2 submission:
APPENDIX 3. ACTION 6

Section 7.7 of Chapter 7 of ES Landscape & Visual (APP-098) to which the applicant refers
states: 7.7.107 “The potential geographic extent of view is likely to be high, but is reduced in magnitude by

2. In the response provided at Deadline 2, SP Manweb noted that the
significance of effects on Residential Visual Amenity as
experienced by occupiers of College Farm Bungalow would remain
as assessed and presented in Section 7.7 of Chapter 7 of the ES
‘Landscape and Visual’ (APP-098) and Appendix 7.1: Residential
Visual Amenity (APP-0132).
SP Manweb can confirm that this property lies some 170m from the
edge of the Limits of Deviation and has been considered in the
Residential Amenity Assessment. At this distance the wood pole

the presence of intervening vegetation and backclothing from hedgerow trees and woodland blocks.”

Of the 20 structures that span the route from skyline to skyline (south to west) I estimate
12 of the structures would have negligible intervening vegetation or backclothing from
hedgerow trees or woodland block. These are marked by *asterisk* on Figs 1 and 2 (South
and West View photos). In winter this would likely increase to at least 15 out of the 20
pylons which means that 75% of the route would have no screening or backclothing from
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structures would appear approximately 5.4 cm high and would not
prohibit or materially affect the panoramic views from the house or
garden.

woodland in winter.
Regarding the statement: “...would not prohibit or materially affect the panoramic views from the house or
garden.”

I disagree. The pole structures and lines would severely affect and be detrimental to the
panoramic views from the house and garden.
8. The response notes that there is an additional skyline view to the
south. This will occur on the ridge noted in Table 3.1 of Appendix
7.1: Residential Visual Amenity Assessment (APP-0132).

What I had noted in both my Deadline 1 and Deadline 2 submissions was that the applicant
had failed to reference the fact that two or more pylons would skyline to the south. To
have neglected to mention such a key feature, especially one that they acknowledge is
important to avoid, is surprising. I had pointed this out more than once.
The applicant’s post-hearing response still does not describe the skylining poles on the
ridge, the extent of the effect and how the residential visual assessment is impacted when
taken in combination with a correct assessment of the western skylines views.

9. During the accompanied site visit, Mr and Mrs Parry invited the
inspectors to visit their property, and noted that they had
northwesterly views to the rear of their bungalow from a window in
their lounge and from kitchen windows. Mr and Mrs Parry noted that
these constituted primary views from their property. As noted in the
assessment, there are likely to be views of the route to the rear of
the property some 190m from the nearest pole on the centre line of
the Limits of Deviation as it traverses the B4501. This pole will be
skylined in views to the west, with potential for adjacent poles to be
partially skylined. The landform rises steeply to the rear of the
property and poles are likely to be viewed above eye level, and will
occupy less than 30% of the view from the windows.

In the statement ”…they had northwesterly views to the rear of their bungalow from a window in their lounge and
from kitchen windows” I assume there should be a comma after ‘bungalow’ otherwise it suggests
that we claimed to have northwesterly views to the rear from the lounge, which would of
course be untrue. We set out in our written submission for Deadline 1 (Sept 1) the direction
of views from different rooms. Views to the south are from lounge and kitchen. Views to
the west are from kitchen, dining room and bedroom. Primary views from the lounge are to
the south as shown in the south view photo. ‘Primary’ being determined by the fact that 5
of the 7 seating positions in the lounge orient their external views to the south-facing
(smaller) window rather than the larger west-facing window.
With reference to ”This pole will be skylined in views to the west, with potential for adjacent poles to be partially
skylined” This again is a significant understatement (see West View photo, Fig 2).: I find it
hard to believe that the applicant is unaware that in addition to pole 69, the adjacent poles
70 and 71 will likely skyline fully, pole 68 will mostly skyline and pole 72 approx. 25%.
The hedge will offer no appreciable screening.
The overall visual effect will be overbearing. The size of the double-pole structures is
enormous in comparison with any other existing feature in the landscape. It would result in
a very significant negative change to the residents’ visual outlook and enjoyment of the
landscape.
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10. SP Manweb acknowledges this and notes that the assessment of
the significance of visual effects on their residential visual amenity
would increase to the upper end of the minor to account for these
primary views.

The applicant notes an ‘increase’ in significance of visual effects but makes no real change
in their assessment. The applicant persists in understating the visual impact by presenting
misleading descriptions and makes every effort to avoid having to reassess the significance
to anything greater than minor.

Peniel (College Farm, Segrwyd and Pandy) (VPs 05, 08, 50)
3.26 Ms Gibson stated that this area is likely to experience moderate
landscape and visual effects.
3.28 Ms Gibson explained that people in and around the village of
Peniel (including around College Farm, Segrwyd and Pandy) are
likely to experience moderate effects on their general visual
amenity as they move about the area using the B4501, local
lanes and public rights of way, including those near Tan y Garth,
Pandy Wood and Plas Captain.

As Peniel village was assessed generally as moderate, College Farm, being the only property
in Peniel within 200m of the line would expect to at least experience moderate effects. The
Peniel ‘moderate’ evaluation was for transient receptors rather than residential receptors.
Transient receptors’ experience of the development would naturally be shortlived and have
less lasting impact compared to residential receptors such as College Farm Bungalow.

Audio [1] Sept 30th at 0.26.40
...for instance we’d look at a village and say that the general outlook
from this village the effects might be moderate. That doesn’t
necessarily mean that every property in that village will experience a
moderate effect. It was only properties within 200m that we did an
assessment on a particular property…

I note that this audio commentary refers to properties in a village rather than transient
receptors. Whilst I fully understand that every property in a village deemed generally
‘moderate’ may not experience moderate effects, the applicant indicates that properties
within 200m are treated as special cases. One could reasonably expect those properties to
experience at least the same level of visual impact as for the village generally.
As College Farm lies within 200m it is difficult to reconcile an evaluation of ‘moderate’ for
Peniel and a lesser evaluation of ‘minor’ for College Farm, especially given the substantial
additional visual impact on College Farm receptors compared to the ‘general outlook’ from
Peniel.
Given these factors, I consider that at least a ‘moderate’ or higher assessment for College
Farm is justified.
Can the applicant also explain how they arrived at the general assessment of ‘moderate’ for
Peniel.
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APPENDIX 5, ACTION 9
DETAILS OF THE FORMULA FOR CALCULATING THE HEIGHTS
OF POLES AT DIFFERENT DISTANCES
9. Using the mathematical formula set out on pages 1 and 2 of
Appendix 6 of the Report it is possible to refine these guidelines
further for each individual case, so as to work out a more precise
trigger distance for any height of wind turbine or pylon….. Full
details of the formula are set out in the Report, a copy of which is
provided with these appendices.
10. A copy of the Report is available at the following link: …..

Unfortunately Appendix 6 of the report is missing.
The weblink given connects to the report, but that also is missing the appendix containing
the mathematical formula. It would be useful to have the information so that we can make
our own visual estimates of the proposed development.

3.7 …..Ms Gibson confirmed that the Applicant considers the
assessment of landscape and visual effects to present a realistic
worst case scenario…..

The applicant has not adhered to this principle. A number of examples have already been
given in my response so far, such as understating the visual effects and the number of
structures expected to be visible in a view.

3.12 ….residential properties within 200m of the 132kV Overhead
Line, which is where significant effects are most likely to arise.
Ms Gibson explained that the reason not all properties were
visited is that GLVIA3 notes that it is impractical to visit all
properties that may be affected along the route and undertake
individual assessments.

The applicant gives their reason for not visiting the few properties likely to experience
significant effects as because ‘GLVIA3 notes that it’s impractical to do so’.
Only 4 properties were identified as likely candidates together with a possible further 5
depending on various factors. For a scheme of this nature that can have a significant impact
on large numbers of people it is surely a duty on the applicant to at the very least visit the 9
properties most affected and carry out a full assessment, it is a small and manageable
number to visit, otherwise how can the LVIA be regarded as complete or even correct. I
note that College Farm was not included in the 9 properties even though it falls within
200m of the line.
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Fig 1. South View from College Farm Bungalow - Lounge Window
represents approx 70% of total view from window
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*poles referred to in comment on Appendix 3, Action 6, section 2.

Pole size determined by reference to approx 15m height of tree at pole 65 location.
Other heights are best estimates until further information on calculation method is available from SP Manweb.
Main Ash trees on the route identified
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